
Week 1 Vocab. Word

Bona fide : 
Bow-nuh fyde

(adj.) authentic, actual, or genuine; not deceptive 
(telling lies, etc.); legitimate
The woman found out she owned a bona fide masterpiece work of art worth $5 
million. 



Week 2 Vocab. Word

Eccentric : 
e-sen-trick

(adjective) separating or leaving the established 
normal style, model, or rule; being odd

(noun) an odd person or thing



Week 3 Vocab. Word

Gibberish : 
jib-er-rish

(noun) language or writing that can’t be 
understood or has no meaning 



Week 4 Vocab. Word

Lethargic : 
la-thar-gic

(adjective) related to or characterized by laziness 
or being tired and having a lack of energy



Week 5 Vocab. Word

Uncanny: 
un-can-knee

(adjective) strange or mysterious in a creepy 
way, relating to ghosts or supernatural 
explanations 



Week 6 Vocab. Word

Plethora : 
plah-thor-ah

(noun) a large amount or excessive amount of 
something

You should be learning a plethora of new 
vocabulary words. 



Week 7 Vocab. Word

Stupor : 
stew-purr

(noun) a state of daydreaming or not paying 
attention; being dazed & confused 



Week 8 Vocab. Word

Flabbergasted : 
flab-er-gas-ted

(past tense verb form) surprised or shocked by 
someone or something

*I was flabbergasted by …. 



Week 9 Vocab. Word

Tangible : 
tan-ja-bull

(adjective) capable of being sensed with touch 

Ex: Your hard work can be tangible once you 
receive an awesome report card you want to 
display and show off. 



Week 10 Vocab. Word

Euphony: 
you-fa-knee

(noun) agreeable sound, especially in the quality 
of words

> euphonious: (adjective) agreeable to the ear

you-foe-knee-us



Week 11 Vocab. Word

Infamy: 
in-fa-me

(noun) evil fame or reputation

> infamous: (adjective) notorious; having a bad 
reputation 



Week 12 Vocab. Word

flippant : 
flip-ent

(adjective) not showing a mature or respectful 
attitude or behavior 

Noun form = flippancy 



Week 13 Vocab. Word

Quizzical: 
quiz-ah-cal

(adjective) of someone’s expression or behavior 
showing confusion or puzzlement 



Week 14 Vocab. Word

Mirage: 
ma-rajz

(noun) something that appears real or possible 
but is really not



Week 15 Vocab. Word

Ambiguous: 
am-big-you-us

(adjective) doubtful or uncertain; can be 
interpreted in multiple ways

Noun form = ambiguity 



Week 16 Vocab. Word

Advocate: 
ad-va-kate

(verb) to publicly support a cause or movement

(noun) a person who publicly supports or speaks 
of a cause or movement



Week 17 Vocab. Word

Exhilarated: 
ex-hill-ah-rated

(adjective) very happy & excited 



Week 18 Vocab. Word

Revelation: 
rev-ah-lay-shun

(noun) the moment when something is made 
known or understood by surprise 



Week 19 Vocab. Word

Reverie: 
rev-ah-ree

(noun) a state of being lost in one’s thoughts or 
daydreams 


